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MoCA® JOINS BROADBAND FORUM   
 
November 28, 2017—San Ramon, CA---Demonstrating its commitment to broadband access, 
MoCA has joined the Broadband Forum. MoCA will work with the organization to utilize its data 
modeling and management standards for integration into MoCA Access™.   

Broadband Forum also represents a market opportunity as many telco’s and ISPs, as well as 
cable MSOs, are members of the organization.  

“The Broadband Forum is pleased to welcome MoCA into membership. We have always 
believed that the industry needs a diverse portfolio of technologies that addresses all the many 
use-cases that exist in the global broadband industry. We are happy to share our expertise in 
broadband management and data modeling,” said Robin Mersh, Broadband Forum CEO. 

“Membership in the Broadband Forum is part of our strategy to build relationships and partner 
with other organizations that have the software tools and the international reputation that 
promotes and establishes MoCA Access as a viable access technology in domestic and 
international markets,” said Charles Cerino, MoCA President.  

MoCA Access is based on the MoCA 2.5 specification which offers actual data rates of 2.5 Gbps. 

As a fiber extension technology, MoCA Access is well suited for operators and ISPs that are 
installing fiber-to-the-basement (FTTB) or fiber deep into the network, and want to use the 
existing coax for connection to each apartment or unit. MoCA Access also appeals to 
commercial integrators in market segments such as hospitality/hotels, restaurants, offices, and 
any other buildings wired with coax. 

About the Broadband Forum 

Broadband Forum, a non-profit industry organization, is focused on engineering smarter and 
faster broadband networks. The Forum’s flagship TR-069 CPE WAN Management Protocol has 
now exceeded 350 million installations worldwide.  
 
The work of the Broadband Forum is to define best practices for global networks, enables new 
revenue-generating service and content delivery, establishes technology migration strategies, 
engineers critical device, service & development management tools, in the home and business 
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IP networking infrastructure. We develop multi-service broadband packet networking 
specifications addressing architecture, device and service management, software data models 
interoperability and certification in the Broadband market. 

Free technical reports and white papers can be found at broadband-forum.org.  

About MoCA® 

MoCA® technology is the fastest and most reliable in-home backbone for Wi-Fi® and has been 
adopted by cable, telco/IPTV and satellite operators worldwide.  MoCA Access is a fiber 
extension technology that leverages the existing in-building coax and is based on the MoCA 2.5 
specification. 

MoCA 2.0 offers actual data rates of up to 1 Gbps. MoCA 2.5 offers actual data rates up to 2.5 
Gbps in addition to a variety of network management and security features.  

The Alliance has 220 certified products and 35 members worldwide. Visit www.mocalliance.org 
for more information. 
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